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Abstract
Single-molecule localisation microscopy (SMLM) has the potential to reveal the
underlying organisation of specific molecules within supramolecular complexes
and their conformations,which is not possiblewith conventionalmicroscope res-
olution. However, the detection efficiency for fluorescent molecules in cells can
be limited in SMLM, even to below 1% in thick and dense samples. Segmentation
of individual complexes can also be challenging. To overcome these problems,we
have developed a software package termed PERPL: Pattern Extraction from Rel-
ative Positions of Localisations. This software assesses the relative likelihoods of
models for underlying patterns behind incomplete SMLM data, based on the rel-
ative positions of pairs of localisations. We review its principles and demonstrate
its use on the 3D lattice of Z-disk proteins in mammalian cardiomyocytes. We
find known and novel features at ~20 nmwith localisations of less than 1% of the
target proteins, using mEos fluorescent protein constructs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Proteins are often found in subcellular arrangements
much smaller than the resolution of a conventional flu-
orescence microscope (∼250 nm). Single molecule local-
isation microscopy (SMLM) can localise individual pro-
teins with a precision of 1–10 nm, and therefore has
the potential to reveal a wealth of new information
about ordered supramolecular complexes. However, in the
dense, 3D, disordered environment of many protein com-
plexes, background and stochastic noise prevent accurate,
high-precision localisation of many of the labelled pro-
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teins, even to below 1%. In this situation, most spatial
analysis approaches to determine their organisation can be
rendered ineffective. Segmentation of instances of a com-
plex, a typical requirement of these approaches, is also
often challenging.
To overcome these problems, we have developed a soft-

ware package termed PERPL: Pattern Extraction from
Relative Positions of Localisations.1-3 PERPL combines
the relative positions of pairs of localisations of specific
molecules from SMLM images of multiple complexes into
a 3D relative position distribution (RPD). This allows us to
identify characteristic underlying features of a complex in
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3D from as few as two localisations per complex, in princi-
ple. To aid in the interpretation of the experimental RPD, it
is possible to generate a model RPD for a candidate struc-
ture/underlying molecular organisation, and then fit the
RPD from a range of suchmodels to the experimental RPD.
The relative likelihoods of the candidate models to be the
true molecular organisation can be calculated, providing a
quantitative level of confidence in selecting themost likely
model.1,2,4 PERPL can also be used to analyse distributions
containing more than one target molecule.5

2 BACKGROUND: LOCALISATION
EFFICIENCY

It is often difficult to estimate detection efficiency for single
molecules in a sample, which requires prior knowledge of
their organisation. However, in some cases, such as imag-
ing of Nup107 in nuclear pores and α-actinin-2 in Z-disks
as used here, we do have this knowledge. Before filter-
ing for the most precise localisations, in a well-optimised
sample that lends itself to SMLM, detection efficiencies
of 50%−70% can be obtained.6 However, dense structures,
especially extending in Z, and high background seriously
impact the ability of localisation algorithms to detect indi-
vidual blinks and therefore reduce detection efficiency.7
To obtain information about a molecular arrangement

to a given precision, it may also be useful to select only a
subset of localisations for spatial analysis that have each
have a correspondingly precise estimate of their position
(e.g. localisation precision< desired precision on distances
÷ √2). This may be necessary to resolve structural fea-
tures, but further reduces the effective detection efficiency
for the molecules that can be included in analysis. Suffi-
cient data may still be acquired for modelling the structure
with PERPL by acquiring data from more instances of the
complex (e.g. more fields of view), since PERPL can use as
little as one relative position, or a pair of localisations, per
complex over many complexes.

3 ILLUSTRATION: NUP107
LOCALISATIONS IN THENUCLEAR PORE
COMPLEX

Many of the proteins within the nuclear pore complex
(NPC) have an eightfold radially symmetric arrangement,
which is repeated in two layers, including Nup107.8 SMLM
can achieve detection efficiencies of 50%−70% for NPC
proteins,6 making the NPC a relatively simple test case for
a structural SMLM technique (Figure 1A).
Here, we use 3D localisations of Nup107, which gave a

detection efficiency of∼50% in a 2D dSTORM dataset with

Practitioner Points

∙ In single-molecule localisation microscopy,
limited detections of fluorescently labelled
molecules can make the determination of
cellular structures very challenging.

∙ Structural information is contained in the dis-
tribution of the relative positions of pairs of
molecules; these relative positions can be aggre-
gated overmany instances of a cellular complex,
even if few molecular localisations are obtained
in a single complex.

∙ We provide software to aggregate these relative
positions, fit structural models to their distri-
bution, and select the most likely structure for
the underlying molecular arrangement, even
when less than 1% of molecules in a complex are
detected.

an identical labelling strategy.6 Our localisation precision
filter (σZ < 10 nm) included 31% of the localisations in
the 3D Nup107 dataset.2 Assuming some reduction in the
detection efficiency compared with the previous 2D data,
owing to the larger astigmatic PSF, we estimate that the
detection efficiency in the Nup107 data used for analysis
was ∼10%.
An XY-projection of 3D Nup107-SNAP-Alexa Fluor

647 localisations from dSTORM (direct stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy)2 displays broken ring-like fea-
tures (i), while an XZ-projection appears to contain two
less well-defined layers of localisations in Z. From the 3D
RPD, distances in XY are used to analyse the ring-like fea-
tures, independent of their orientation in the plane (ii),
and distances in Z are analysed separately. In XY, PERPL
generates a parametric distance distribution for rotation-
ally symmetric candidate structures (iii, iv). This model
includes the degree of radial symmetry; terms for repeated
localisations of a single fluorescent molecule, clustering
at vertices of the structure and intervertex distances; and
a background contribution. The corrected Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion (AICc) estimates the relative likelihoods
of the different XY-distance models from their fits to the
experimental RPD. An eightfold symmetry (v) is found to
be four times more likely than the next most likely model
(ninefold), with the relative likelihood of other symmetry
orders beingnegligible. Relative positions inZ are verywell
fit by a two layer model (v), and dimensions in XY and Z
match previous electron microscopy (EM) data2,8 (v).
The analysis can be refined further, so that only within-

layer relative positions (∆Z < 20 nm) are included in the
XY analysis. The relative likelihood for the eightfoldmodel
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F IGURE 1 Modelling 3D supramolecular structure from sparse SMLM data. Principles (A) and applications (B-F) of PERPL analysis to
overcome the challenge of low detection efficiency in SMLM experiments on molecular arrangements.
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4 CURD et al.

is then more than 100 times greater than for all other sym-
metry orders. This improvement in structural clarity arises
from elimination of the effect of the small relative twist of
the two layers of the NPC.2,8

4 APPLICATION: STRIATEDMUSCLE
Z-DISK PROTEINS

4.1 Z-disk structure

The Z-disk of striated muscle cells (Figure 1B) connects
and anchors their sarcomeres by crosslinking actin fil-
aments of opposite polarity that extend into adjacent
sarcomeres (vi). The main component of the crosslinks
is an antiparallel dimer of α-actinin-2 (ACTN2) which
binds at 19.2 nm intervals along actin filaments, result-
ing in a tetragonal lattice structure for the Z-disk9 (vi,
vii). Many other proteins are present in the Z-disk and
their arrangement and functions remain to be understood.
Therefore, the arrangement of ACTN2 in the Z-disk is a
more challenging test case for PERPL, and PERPL may
help to determine the arrangement of other proteins in
new experiments.

4.2 3D dSTORM data on α-actinin-2
(ACTN2)

We acquired 3D dSTORM localisations of ACTN2 in rat
cardiomyocytes, labelled at the actin-binding N-terminus
with an Affimer conjugated with Alexa Fluor 6472 (Figure
1C, viii). The thick, dense structure of the Z-disks results
in high background in SMLM, reducing detection effi-
ciency. Together with incomplete labelling, only ∼1.5% of
ACTN2 molecules were detected, after filtering for locali-
sation precision< 5 nm in XY for analysis of the nanoscale
patterns.
To analyse the data, we defined the axis of the roughly

cylindrical cell as X (viii) and filtered the 3D RPD by ∆YZ
for relative positions likely to be along one actin filament
(∆YZ < 10 nm) (ix, x). The distribution of X-distances
appeared noisy around a linearly decreasing trend (x), but
a kernel density estimate (KDE) indicated a regular repeat
distance for local maxima. A model RPD including repeat-
ing distances in X (ix) fit well to the ∆X distribution (x)
and was more than 20 times more likely to be correct
than a model with no regular repeat. The repeating dis-
tance obtained for ACTN2 binding sites is 18.5 ± 1.0 nm,
compared with 19.2 nm from EM2,9 (vi, xi).
In the YZ-direction, radial in the cell (vii, xii), we

used a model for short characteristic distances and high
background (at longer distances, regularity is increas-
ingly disrupted by discontinuities between rotated lattice

domains, vii). The ∆YZ data had a lower signal-to-noise
ratio, mitigated by fitting to a KDE. We also divided the
KDE by ∆YZ to avoid fit results being dominated by a
parameter for a monotonous increase in density.2 A char-
acteristic distance with a mean of 24 nm was obtained,
corresponding with the distance between parallel actin
filaments,9 and another at 11 nm, which we interpret to be
theYZ-distance between a pair of labels onACTN2 binding
domains on either side of the same actin filament (xii).

4.3 3D PALM data on three Z-disk
proteins

We tested PERPL on even more challenging data and
began new experiments on Z-disk proteins by acquiring
3D PALM (photoactivated localisation microscopy) data
on mEos-fusion proteins expressed in the cardiomyocytes,
using an adenovirus-based approach (Figure 1D–F). In this
case, labelling density is lower than that achieved with
Affimers. Moreover, mEos emits fewer photons on average
than Alexa Fluor 647 in SMLM, resulting in less precise
localisations. This reduced the detection efficiency for the
ACTN2 N-terminus binding sites to ∼0.1%, after filtering
for localisation precision < 5 nm in XY. We obtained 1.3 ×
105 localisations of ACTN2-mEos2 over 93 Z-lines across 6
cells, or ∼1400 localisations per Z-line, defined as the visi-
ble band of Z-disks frommyofibrils across the width of the
cell (Figure 1D). Data for a Z-line extended over ∼100 nm
(Z-disk width) × ∼15 μm (cell width) × ∼2 μm (acquisition
depth), with the Z-disks comprising unit cells ∼20 × 17 ×
17 nm, each containing two ACTN2 molecules.9

Detection ef f iciency =

# localisations acquired and used in analysis

# 𝑍-disk lattice unit cells imaged × 2
≈ 0.001.

However, as long as sufficient numbers of character-
istic pairwise relative positions can be obtained, even
if detected pairs of target molecules are very sparsely
distributed in a sample, underlying structural features
should be observable in the aggregated experimental
RPD.
To increase the number of relevant relative positions

beyond those obtainable from a single field of view, PERPL
allows these relative positions to be combined over multi-
ple fields of view from the same sample type (Figure 1D–F).
In the case of cardiomyocytes, the long axis of the cell can
be designated X for every cell (viii), allowing transforma-
tion of the relative positions into a common coordinate
system between cells. Aggregation of the relative posi-
tions into a combined 3D RPD is then straightforward and
improves signal arising from structural features compared
with counting noise. Use of KDEs can also mitigate the
effect of noise on model fitting results (xii, xiii, xiv).
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Testing this analysis on ACTN2-mEos2 localisations, we
aggregated a 3D RPD from six cells (Figure 1D). A repeat-
ing distance model for ACTN2 binding sites on actin fitted
the ∆X KDE well (xiii), although the ratios of the peaks
corresponding to the repeated distance needed to become
independent in this case. In the dSTORMdata, with higher
signal-to-noise ratio, themost likelymodel contained regu-
lar peaks with specific ratios expected from a fixed number
of binding sites along a filament. The ACTN2 repeat from
PALMwas 20.1 nm, which is close to the EM and dSTORM
results (vi, xi, xiii)
Characteristic distances inYZwere fitted at 17 and 38 nm

(xiv). The 17-nm peak may be connected with the distance
between antiparallel actin filaments, but the source of the
38-nm peak is not clear.
We additionally investigated the unknown arrangement

of LASP2 (LIM and SH3 domain protein-2), using 3D
PALM data obtained from mEos3.2-LASP2, aggregating a
3D RPD from five cells (Figure 1E). Our model RPDs did
not fit the datawell, but theKDEof∆Xhad strikingly regu-
lar peaks, at intervals of 20.2± 0.8 nm after an initial offset
of 4± 2 nm (linear regression of KDE localmaximumposi-
tions against peak number from 0 to 4) (xv). This repeat is
again similar to the 19.2, 18.5 and 20.1 nm repeats of ACTN2
from EM,9 dSTORM2 and PALM (this work), respectively
(vi, xi, xiii).
This result leads us to propose a new arrangement for

LASP2 in the Z-disk (xvi). LASP2 is known to bind to actin
and ACTN2.10 Moreover, the ends of the actin filaments,
which are embedded within the Z-disk, are unique sites
for some Z-disk proteins11 and, therefore, are potentially
sites for distinct roles in complexes for other Z-disk pro-
teins. Therefore we propose that LASP2 is most likely to
locate to the ACTN2 binding site at one edge of the Z-disk
(agreeing with previous imaging12), but also binds at other
ACTN2 binding sites with a lower relative frequency, with
a distinct complex and role at the ends of actin filaments
(xvi).
Lastly, we aggregated a 3D RPD from PALM data on

mEos3.2-myopalladin in 5 cells (Figure 1F). Myopalladin
also binds with actin and ACTN2, but has additional roles
outside the Z-disk, including communication with the
nucleus.13 Therefore a regular pattern within the Z-disk
may be confounded by the myopalladin distribution else-
where in the cell in our analysis. We did not find the same
regularity of peaks in the KDE as for ACTN2 and LASP2
(xvii), which may be a result of the combination of differ-
ent cellular distributions of myopalladin in our analysis,
and which demonstrates that the regularity of peaks in the
KDE of ∆X is not a systematic artefact of our method. Seg-
mentation of the Z-disk localisations14 may be possible to
clarify the data and may also lead to extraction of similar
Z-disk lattice features as found for ACTN2 and LASP2.

With information obtained for the arrangement of sin-
gle Z-disk proteins, we can go on to explore their positions
relative to one another, using the same software3,5 and
through further development of model RPDs.

5 OUTLOOK

PERPL (Pattern Extraction from Relative Positions of
Localisations) analysis and software1–3 can be used to
determine structural features of supramolecular com-
plexes from SMLM data. If suitable structural models can
be constructed, it deals with issues of low detection effi-
ciency and the difficulty of segmenting complexes for
particle averaging in biological SMLM experiments. It can
also be used to explore combined distributions of more
than one target molecule.5 PERPL may also be used to
analyse image data when protein distributions can be con-
verted to a set of coordinates, for example, the centres of
mass for protein clusters.5
To investigate complexes or biological systems with

candidate structural models beyond those already imple-
mented (radial symmetry, linear repeats, one or two inde-
pendent characteristic distances),2,5 users need to derive
newmodels for relative position distributions. These mod-
els (new Python functions) can use functions in the
library modelling_general.py as building blocks and must
then be fit in a new function that calls the model fit-
ting function and uncertainty estimation functions from
modelling_general.py.
In the models used to date, PERPL assumes that locali-

sations are missing at random from molecular positions.
However, it may also be useful to consider that there
may be preferential sites in a complex for labelling, or for
incomplete labelling. This would suggest alternative hypo-
thetical relative position distributions for an underlying
structural model.
Another recently developed approach to structuralmod-

elling from localisation distributions is LocMoFit,15 which
fits structural models to incomplete localisation distribu-
tions directly, rather than to relative position distributions.
LocMoFit therefore allows more intuitive and simpler
model construction and structural inference but requires
the segmentation of individual complexes and fits each
segmented complex. In contrast, PERPL does not require
a segmentation step and avoids a bias in estimates of
structural features at lower detection efficiencies.
Finally, PERPL can provide useful measurements of

variability. On the one hand, it can give information on the
variability of the structure of a supramolecular complex.
On the other, it can be used to assess the performance of
SMLM data acquisition and processing methods, given a
test complex.4
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